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No clear definition of PPPs

• Occupies a middle ground between 
traditional public procurement and 
privatisation

– Distinguishing from other form of service 
provision depends on transfer of risk

• ‘Lack’ of statistics make international 
comparisons on PPP difficult

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the paper we distinguish PPPs from concessions, but in discussions often pure PPPs and other forms of service delivery with some kind of private participation is grouped together.In the paper we the difference between PPPs and concessions mainly in two parts: 1) Higher risk transfer in the case of concessions and 2) PPPs are usually finances  by fees that the government pays, concessions are usually financed by user fees.
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Why has PPPs become so popular?

• A tool to get around complex/regulated 
procurement or in-house production?

– Do not loose focus on solving the original 
problem!

• Ideological?

– A driving force to move as much as possible of 
formerly government provided services to the 
private sector

• Budget deficits?

– Projects cannot be fitted within short-term 
budgetary constraints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A tool to get around complex/regulated procurement or in-house production?Do not loose focus on solving the original problem!Is the PPP phenomenon an attempt to ‘quick-fix’ other complex government provision/privatisation/procurement?Do not loose the focus on other ways of service delivery! Ideological?A driving force to move as much as possible of formerly government provided services to the private sectorBudget deficits?Projects cannot be fitted within short-term budgetary constraintsFiscal rules defined in NA terms account investment on more or less a cash basis which can create incentives to move the expenditure to the future by annual fees during the life cycle of the projects compared to an up-front payment. Also, budgets are often cash based, giving a similar incentive for countries that operate expenditure rules for their budget expenditure. 
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Development of PPPs

• Large and growing interest in many 
countries…

• … and in many areas 

• PPPs is not a ‘new’ phenomenon, but has 
increased significantly in recent years

• Still, PPPs represent a relatively small 
part of government investment expenditure

• Primarily in transport infrastructure, 
but also in other sectors
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Conditions for successful PPPs

• Focus on affordability and value for money…

• … not to get around expenditure limits and 
fiscal rules by focusing on getting projects of 
the books

• Risk sharing fundamental for VfM!

• Transparency in accounting and reporting

– Risk, liabilities and guarantees
• Regulatory and legal framework

• Institutional capacity

• Political and public support
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Challenges

• Complex projects – be cautious and learn 
from others mistakes and successes

• How to measure and share risk

• Renegotiation

• Do PPPs for the right reason!

• Clear accounting and budget rules – how 
to account for PPPs and integrate them in 
the budget process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complex projects – be cautious and learn from others mistakes and successesContracting for service provision for a period of 20-30 years is a complex procedure. Competence in the form of PPP units is a common feature in countries using PPPs, but be careful to mix up the tasks of advising on PPPs and promoting PPPs. Learn from countries using PPPs and avoid their costly mistakes.The private partners are experts on contracting and negotiating complex financial transactions – this is a competence not always available in a traditional government structure.How to measure and share riskRisk sharing is a core feature of PPP design. But also a complex issue.RenegotiationGiven the long term contracts, things (demand) for the services will most probably change and the government has to make sure that renegotiation will not only benefit the private partner. Also government in house investment ties the government, but at the same time the government does not have to renegotiate if it owns and operates the capital themselfes. Do PPPs for the right reason!Value for moneyAffordabilityRisk transferClear accounting and budget rules – how to account for PPPs and integrate them in the budget processAccounting and budget rules should not be the focus for going down the PPP route or not. Of course, PPP has to be accounted and budgeted for properly. Transparency is important, projects has to be handled openly and reported (all project in the UK available on Treasury homepage including value of contract). Fiscal risks, liabilities and contignent liabilities has to be reported in budget documents. 
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Final comments

• Government as financer, producer and provider

• Private sector participation can bring efficiency 
gains and VfM

• BUT, experience shows that many countries focus 
on budgeting issues

• UK 10-15% of total government investment

– It is not the only solution to increase investment in 
infrastructure

• Why do many countries with fiscal surpluses in 
the general government sector say no to PPPs if 
they can bring all the gains that ‘is there’?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government as financer, producer and providerThe focus of this meeting is PPPs, but it is important to lift the discussion when discussion to do PPPs or not to what the role for government is. In all projects, not only PPPs but also for regular service provision, the question what the task of the government is should be posed. What is the core interest and priorities of policy intervention – and as a result by that, what services should the government provide. With this comes also the discussion on in what areas should the government finance, produce and/or provide. That the government take the responsibility to finance does not always mean that the government should produce and provide. And in what area should the private sector take over the responsibility and the government maybe take the role of regulator if the government sees that the private sector cannot solve provision all by itself.Private sector participation can bring efficiency gains and VfMAs is the case for procurement, privatisation, concessions etc. But efficiency gains and VfM depends on competition, contracting and transfer of risk – it will not come by itself.BUT, experience shows that many countries focus on budgeting issuesAnd that makes a budget official like me worried. Some countries are quite frank about that one of the main, if not the main, reason is that ‘we cannot afford the investment’ is a main criteria in a way that is not in line with the affordability discussion that Mr Burger elaborated on yesterday. When accounting and budgeting is the focus for chosing the PPP option, it does not only get the process in chosing the way of deliver the service wrong from the beginning, it also distorts the priority process between different projects (possible PPPs or not) but also between current expenditure and capital expenditure.UK 10-15% of total government investmentThere is a lot of discussions about PPPs, but at the same time UK, one of the most PPP intensive users, PPP still only corresponds to 10-15% of government investment expenditure. So PPPs are not the solution to increase investment in infrastructure. It is important to keep up the focus on other options like privatisation, make procurement processes better and maybe increased use of user fees as a way to finance more government activities. Why do many countries with fiscal surpluses in the general government sector say no to PPPs if they can bring all the gains that ‘is there’?And one final comment. If PPPs can bring so many good things as PPP promoters states, why is it the case that so many countries with no budgetary problems and developed processes for government provision and procurement do not like PPPs but instead prefers to finance investment up front, as procurement or DBO contracts (this is the general view of for example the Nordic countries). Ta exempel från Sverige.
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